Terms & Conditions – ––$15K Jackpot Weekend
1.

Promoter is SKYCITY Adelaide Pty Ltd t/as Adelaide Casino of North Terrace, Adelaide, SA. ABN 72 082 362 061
(hereafter referred to as ‘Adelaide Casino’). SA Licence No.T19/201.

2.

The promotional period commences at 5pm on Friday 1 March and concludes at 7:30pm on Sunday 24 March
2019.

3.

The promotion is available to all Adelaide Casino customers, who have collected one (and only one) free
promotional wristband from the Promotional staff (or delegate) at Adelaide Casino’s North Terrace entrance
(limited to 2,500 wristbands per promotional day) any Friday, Saturday and Sunday during the promotional
period.

4.

By entering into and participating in this promotion, each entrant fully and unconditionally agrees to and accepts
these terms and conditions.

5.

All promotional material including information on internal signage, list of terms and conditions and Casino License
agreement forms part of the conditions of entry.

6.

Eligible customers will be able to collect a promotional entry wristband (limited to 1 wristband per customer per
promotional day) at Adelaide Casino’s North Terrace entrance, from 5pm on Fridays and Saturdays and 3pm on
Sundays during the promotional period. Each promotional entry wristband will have a unique number printed on
both the promotional wristband and tear-off stub. To be eligible to win, customers will then need to place their
tear-off stub into the clearly marked and identified promotional barrel which will be located in Adelaide Casino’s
Marble Hall (draw location). The one wristband entry (per customer) will remain valid for all draws on the
respective promotional day.

7.

Adelaide Casino does not accept responsibility for wristband entry stubs that are not placed in the correct entry
barrel prior to the draw time.

8.

There will be a draw conducted in the draw location every 15 minutes on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays during
the promotional period, where an Adelaide Casino Promotional Host (or delegate) will thoroughly intermix all
wristband entry stubs entered into the barrel and then randomly draw 1 wristband entry stub to win the owner of
the wristband stub $1,000 in cash. The schedule of the draws will be as follows:
•
•

9.

One draw every 15 minutes from 6pm (inclusive) – 9:30pm on Fridays 1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd March and Saturdays
2nd, 9th, 16th and 23rd March 2019.
One draw every 15 minutes from 4pm (inclusive) – 7:30pm on Sundays 3rd, 10th, 17th and 24th March 2019.

All customers participating in this promotion must enter their own wristband entry stubs to be eligible to
potentially win a prize, failure to do so will result in the individual’s disqualification for the draws.

10. Once the winning wristband entry stub has been determined, the winning stub number will be announced over
Adelaide Casino’s PA system, then the drawn winner will have to proceed to the Promotional Host, with their fully
intact and unbroken wristband and an adequate identification (e.g. current photo ID), or approach an Adelaide
Casino staff who can then notify the promotional host in Marble Hall within 4 minutes of the announcement over
the Casino’s PA system. If any drawn winner fails to do so within the timeframe allowed, then a “no winner” will
be announced for that draw and the prize associated with that drawn entry stub will be jackpotted onto the next
draw on the same draw day. In addition, that particular wristband entry stub will be entered back into the barrel
for the subsequent draws conducted on the same draw day.
11. A fully intact wristband is one that when presented by a customer is, in Adelaide Casino’s opinion, undamaged,
not altered or tampered with, being worn by that customer and has not at any time been removed by the
customer or another person. If any wristband has, in Adelaide Casino’s reasonable opinion, been removed,
altered or otherwise tampered with, it will no longer be considered a valid entry into the draw, and a re-draw will
be conducted in accordance with the procedures described in clause 8.
12. In the situation that if a “no winner” is announced at the last draw of the respective draw day, a re-draw will be
conducted in accordance with the procedures described in clause 8 until an eventual winner is found and the
prize will be awarded according to these terms and conditions.
13. The promoter cannot guarantee that all announcements can be heard in all parts of the Adelaide Casino.
14. Winners are not permitted to send a proxy to claim a prize. Adelaide Casino reserves the right in its absolute
discretion to extend the time limit set out within these terms and conditions, if Adelaide Casino forms the
reasonable view that a winner will be physically unable to comply with such time limit due to incapacity or any
other such impairment. It is the responsibility of the winner to request such time extension from an Adelaide

Casino staff member who can then notify the Promotional Host, before making their way to the promotional host.
Time extension will not be granted retrospectively.
15. Total value of all prizes is $180,000 ($45,000 per week x 4 weeks).
16. All winners’ details will be published in the Advertiser on 27 March 2019.
17. If any drawn winner is ineligible due to any HRC/Barring considerations or behavioural issues, a subsequent
wristband entry stub will be drawn by following the same procedures descried in clause 8 and the prize awarded
in accordance with these terms and conditions.
18. Employees of Adelaide Casino and their families are ineligible to enter.
19. If for any reason any aspect of this promotion is not capable of running as planned, including by reason of
tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures or any cause beyond the control of the Promoter,
the Promoter may in its sole discretion cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the promotion, or invalidate any
affected entry stubs, subject to the approval of the relevant gaming authority, if required.
20. Participation in the Promotion means acceptance of the Conditions of Entry and confirms acceptance to
participate in any reasonable publicity or advertising that Adelaide Casino may request, including photographs
and use of their image on the Adelaide Casino website.
21. Failure to observe the Conditions of Entry may result in disqualification from the Promotion.
22. Adelaide Casino shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever which is suffered (including but not limited
to indirect or consequential loss) or for personal injury which is suffered or sustained as a result of taking any of
the prizes, except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
23. Entry is not open to persons under 18 years of age.
24. Adelaide Casino management’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.

DISCLAIMER
Promoter is SKYCITY Adelaide Pty Ltd t/as Adelaide Casino of North Tce, Adelaide. Promotion commences at 5pm on
1/3/19 and concludes at 7:30pm on 24/3/19 and is only available to all Adelaide Casino customers, who have collected
a promotional entry wristband from a promotional host (limited to 1 wristband per customer per promotional day)
and enter their wristband stubs into the barrel located in Marble Hall during the promotional period. A draw to be
conducted in Marble Hall every 15 minutes from 6pm-9:30pm on Fridays and Saturdays 1st, 2nd, 8th, 9th, 15th, 16th, 22nd
and 23rdMarch 2019 and from 4pm-7:30pm on Sundays 3rd, 10th, 17th and 24th March 2019, to win at least $1,000 in
cash. Customers must be present at the draw to win. Winners published in the Advertiser on 27/3/2019. Total value of
all prizes is $180,000. Full terms & conditions available at adelaidecasino.com.au and Premier Rewards Desk. SA
Licence No. T19/201.
Stay in control. Leave before you lose it. Gamble responsibly.

